Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement 225.872-1 - DFARS

8/23/2017

Dear Valued Customer,

In order for specialty material as described in Section 252.225-7008 to be in compliance with the Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement also known as DFARS, “any specialty metal delivered under this contract shall be melted or produced in the United States or its outlying areas”.

Also, metals may be supplied from foreign acquisition under Subpart 225.8 – Other International Agreements and Coordination, Section 225.872-1 (Revised December 22, 2016). Subsection a.) & b.) allows “…acquisition of qualifying country end products from the following qualifying countries:”

Austria*  France     Slovenia
Australia   Greece    Spain
Belgium     Israel     Sweden
Canada      Italy      Switzerland
Czech Republic Japan     Turkey
Denmark     Luxembourg
Egypt       Netherlands
Estonia     Norway
Federal Republic of Germany Poland
Finland     Portugal

The DFARS compliance statement is part of the Corrosion Materials internal ordering specifications. Material in stock should meet DFARS but the mill test reports should be reviewed by to confirm. A certificate of conformance on CMI letterhead along with the appropriate signatures can be drafted in the event the material MTR does not include a DFARS statement given the material complies.

Please contact your Corrosion Materials representative if there are any questions.

Respectfully,

Jacob Rodriguez
Technical Sales Engineer, Metallurgist